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ABSTRACT
Video streaming traffic dominates Internet traffic. However, there is a dearth of tools to generate such traffic on emulation-based testbeds. In this paper we present tools to create representative and reproducible video streaming traffic to evaluate the next generation of traffic classification, Quality of Service (QoS) algorithms and traffic engineering systems. We discuss 27 different combinations of streaming video traffic types in this preliminary work, and illustrate the diversity of network-level dynamics in these protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video streaming traffic has and continues to be the majority of Internet traffic, accounting for roughly 58 % of global Internet use (2020, [14]) and is predicted to be 82 % of all traffic by 2022 [6]. Delivering video across the Internet is supported by a diverse set of infrastructure, client/server software, encoding algorithms, and network protocols. Although many parts of the end-to-end video delivery on the Internet has been studied in great detail [1, 3, 9, 11], there are no readily available tools for video traffic to support testbed-based experiments. Prior work in traffic generation and simulation typically focus on maximizing throughput for benchmarks and stress testing [12] or on simulating the behavior of the underlying protocols (TCP, UDP, and others) [2, 15, 16].

While experimenters can iterate on and test their network system components over the Internet, often coupling them with popular content providers, there are a lack of tools to support principled experimentation with video traffic on testbeds and the Internet. Experimenters need these video traffic tools in order to evaluate the next generation of systems for network traffic classification and engineering and QoS algorithms. These tools should allow experimenters to test and evaluate these systems and their individual components during its development, and include both client and server endpoints used for watching and delivering video. These tools should also send traffic responsibly on the Internet, in order to minimize impact on third-party services.

In this paper, we present our preliminary work towards building video streaming traffic generators that are both representative and reproducible. We implement in our generators both the client and server endpoints, and each individual endpoint can be used on its own to test additional components within the network. Our generators produce representative traffic on-the-wire by using freely available or permissively-licensed videos and streaming them across a variety of transport protocols. We enable reproducible experiments by emulating the process of “watching” videos with a systematic and well-defined methodology. We discuss in § 2 current state-of-art video streaming protocols and how they can be used to recreate representative and reproducible scenarios on an emulation-based testbed. Our tools support 27 video streaming protocol and software combinations, and can be fully automated. Further, they can be configured to run completely end-to-end within a self-contained environment on the testbed or reach-out to remote servers and services over the Internet to provide even more realism.

We discuss in § 3 the varied network-level traffic patterns generated from a sample of the 27 protocols on an emulation-based testbed. We analyze the underlying video streaming performance and behavior on both a local network and the Internet, highlighting the differences in bandwidth throughput profiles between different streaming and transport protocols. Our goal is to enable representative and reproducible experiments for video streaming traffic and this initial set of generators provides a wide spectrum of protocols. We make our generators and tools available at https://mergetb.org/projects/searchlight/ in order to enable research in this domain.

2 REPRODUCIBLE VIDEO STREAMING TRAFFIC GENERATORS

In this section, we discuss the design decisions for representative protocols and software to enable reproducible experiments on emulation-based testbeds.

2.1 Using Representative Protocols

There are many formats and protocols for video streaming. We consider 27 combinations, that include different streaming protocols, the encapsulation format for video streaming, and “transport” protocols, the underlying application-level protocols that move data between client and server. We focus only on desktop browsers in this paper, and plan on addressing mobile and other application-specific clients as future work.
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Streaming protocols. We focus on Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH), HTTP Live Streaming (HLS), and basic HTML5 video as our representative streaming protocols. While there are many different streaming protocols available, prior work [1] has found that DASH and HLS accounted for 83% of video playback time (2018), thus making the inclusion of both protocols in our initial work a straightforward choice.

We additionally add HTML5 video to act as a baseline for evaluation and comparison. Although HTML5 video lacks many of the complexities and advances in streaming technology (discussed next), it is broadly supported in popular web browsers and easily included by website authors. We plan to include other streaming protocols not mentioned here as future work.

For better reproducibility, we fix the video resolution for the entire playback duration to 480p, 720p, or 1080p. Although the primary benefit of using Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) streaming protocols (DASH, HLS) is their ability to dynamically switch resolutions based on network conditions, our initial goal is to generate consistent, and thus reproducible, traffic on the network. Fixed playback resolution, or Constant Bitrate (CBR) streaming, is the default behavior of HTML5 video. We plan to provide a wider range of video resolutions as well as resolution switching that is both dynamic and reproducible.

Transport protocols. Our selection of streaming protocols (DASH, HLS, HTML5) operates over HTTP (shown in Fig. 2). We have considered other protocols like RTMP, but leave its support for future work: prior work found that RTMP and others [1] are not widely deployed today.

We support for multiple versions of HTTP, including HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2, and HTTP/3 (currently an IETF draft standard) both in cleartext when possible and with encryption. Table 1 shows the various software and supported HTTP combinations and Fig. 2 shows both the relationship and choices between the streaming (green) and transport (blue) protocols. The IETF QUIC Working Group is actively finalizing standards for HTTP/3 [4] and QUIC [10], both of which offer benefits in more effective bandwidth use, security, and flexibility in protocol evolution. As HTTP/3’s prevalence continues to grow, our tools will enable us to test our algorithms and systems with realistic traffic and in a controlled, systematic manner.

We also support cleartext options when possible. While the Internet is moving towards opportunistically encrypting data-in-transit (for example, HTTP/3 will always encrypt), using cleartext has been useful for debugging and protocol analysis. In some cases, either the server or client software does not implement a particular feature of HTTP. For example, while HTTP/2 cleartext is implemented in some web servers, the major browsers do not support it.

2.2 Enabling Reproducible Experiments

We are building our video traffic generators to enable reproducible experiments for building and testing traffic engineering systems, and client or server video applications. Our generators can also be used to generate traffic in a self-contained manner, within a testbed, or to remote, Internet services.

Our traffic generators provide the end-to-end application traffic necessary for traffic engineering systems. Using simple and well-defined generators enable us to create reproducible experiments that system builders can use to validate and rapidly iterate over their designs.

We build simplified, static websites for our video streaming traffic generators to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio on the wire. We focus on the video streaming content and exclude most of the framing support that generally surrounds the main content on today’s webpages. While content like ads, comments, or other dynamically loaded sections (“Coming Up Next”, etc.) are prevalent today, they add an additional layer of complexity that is not needed at early stages in the design process. Our design has enabled others to focus their efforts on prototyping and deploying an early traffic engineering system without other irregularities—later, we plan to introduce additional options in our servers to increase the complexity and realism that is more reflective of today’s websites.

Finally, our traffic generators are designed to be self-contained within a testbed environment or used with live Internet services. We currently limit using our generators on Internet services, taking care to remain within the typical Internet noise threshold. We plan to carefully explore how we can emulate large amounts of traffic on the Internet without undue impact to other users and services.

2.3 Implementation

We implement our video streaming traffic generators using the Playwright [13] browser automation framework to coordinate and script the client behavior and the Caddy [5] web server with configurations that control and implement our chosen protocols (§ 2.1).

For rapid prototyping and testing, we instrument and automate the web browser as our video application client. Using the Playwright framework, we instrument the Chrome and Firefox web browsers using JavaScript to emulate an end-user’s simple behavior of watching video. For example, we have several automations that emulate a user watching a video for a specified amount of time on both local and remote services (like YouTube): our scripts will first navigate to a specified internal or external URL, select the specified resolution, press “play” and “watch” the video, and finally close the browser. To retrieve ground truth, we also capture network-
(PCAPs) and HTTP application-level traffic for both online and offline analysis.

On the server-side, we use the Caddy web server as it supports a variety of HTTP protocols (§ 2.1) and is easily extensible for our monitoring infrastructure (not covered in this paper). For easier analysis and validation on the wire, we build simple, static webpages incorporating dash.js (DASH, [8]), HLS.js (HLS, [7]), or plain HTML5 for videos, and serve them at unique URL endpoints. For example, 1080p video playback using DASH is available at https://example.internal/dash-1080p.htm, and so on. To further increase performance, we also pre-compute video content into relevant formats and chunks for ABR streaming as opposed to dynamically transcoding on-demand.

We use and support our implementation on emulation-based Linux testbeds and standalone computers (Linux, macOS), with support on Microsoft Windows planned. Our traffic generators, tools, and analysis are available at https://mergeth.org/projects/searchlight/.

3 EXPERIMENTATION

In this section, we present a series of initial experiments designed to demonstrate our traffic generators and illustrate some of the underlying video streaming behavior on the network. We use our experiments to understand the dynamics on the network for the various streaming protocols (§ 3.1), how our video streaming traffic generators handle multiple clients (§ 3.2), and the network throughput between different HTTP versions (§ 3.3).

3.1 Differences between Video Streaming Protocols

Our experiments indicate that each video streaming protocol has unique bandwidth-throughput characteristics at the network level. We run our traffic generators on one Google Chrome client, connecting directly to a server and watching video over 3 streaming protocols at 1080p for roughly 90–120 s on a 10 Mbps link.

Fig. 3 shows three graphs of data transferred over time, binned by 1 s. Each graph contains a line for each TCP connection (most browsers support up to six parallel connections in HTTP/1.1) and the top-most line (sometimes overlapping with other lines) is the sum across all connections. Once we start playing video at roughly 5–15 s, we see that each streaming protocol can effectively use all available bandwidth. We observe that DASH (Fig. 3b) and HLS (Fig. 3c) use bandwidth more efficiently as shown in the various “valleys” in each line: this behavior is likely due to a more intelligent buffering strategy.

DASH also takes advantage of multiple connections by streaming audio and video in separate connections, as seen in Fig. 3b. The DASH protocol separates audio and video file chunks, in contrast to HTML5 and HLS, in which each file or file chunk contains both, respectively. Initially, connection ‘1’ downloads video and ‘2’ downloads audio chunks, switching once at roughly 30 s. We do not have an explanation for why a connection switches at this point, but hypothesize that connection management decisions are made at the underlying browser-level rather than at the video player.

Finally, HLS in Fig. 3c seems to make the most efficient use of bandwidth and number of connections. Both the supporting content (HTML, CSS, JavaScript) and video content are handled with only one connection (‘0’). In contrast to DASH, video content chunks for HLS contain both audio and video segments (and thus would not necessarily benefit from parallel connections). We believe that connection ‘1’ was opened (and subsequently closed shortly after) as a browser-level performance optimization.

Although not shown here, we have also observed that DASH and HLS are capable of buffering enough video to continue playback against a temporary connection disruption. We did not observe this behavior with HTML5. We next look at the profiles of video streaming on different HTTP versions.

3.2 Handling Multiple Client Generators

We look at the network throughput profiles of running multiple generators simultaneously. Our setup is the same as in § 3.1, except with eight Google Chrome clients streaming from one server for 250 s on a 100 Mbps link: the network topology is shown in Fig. 1, with clients and server located on the nodes labeled ‘n’.

Fig. 4 shows three graphs of data transferred over time, binned by 1 s. Each graph contains a line for each of the eight client-server node pairs, and the top-most line is the sum across all pairs.

We see that the total bandwidth use over time across all three protocols initially maxes out the link at 100 Mbps, then exhibits steady-state behavior similar to what we saw earlier in § 3.1, with periodic spikes. We focus on the total throughput profile as the individual profile of any one client-server pair is hard to distinguish.

The differences at the start of each graph in Fig. 4 show that the initial buffer fill behavior is much more varied across protocols when multiple client generators are used. HTML5 (Fig. 4a) uses all the available bandwidth for 30 s before decreasing its use. DASH (Fig. 4b) and HLS (Fig. 4c) sustain maximum bandwidth for 90 s and 110 s, respectively.

The difference in initial throughput between HTML5 and ABR protocols (DASH, HLS) is again likely due to the difference in buffer filling strategies, with HTML5 keeping a minimal playback buffer (we observed earlier that HTML5 suffers early on from a disrupted connection). While the available bandwidth to any one client is limited due to contention, it is sufficient to maintain continuous playback. Once all clients have reached steady-state in ABR streaming, we see the usual bursty behavior as each client can quickly refill its buffer due to the lack of contention.

Finally, we note that we are not necessarily able to observe the video streaming Quality of Experience (QoE) with throughput profiles alone. For example, one of our eight clients might experience more rebuffering events, with slight pauses in playback, than others as that client constantly attempts to retrieve more data. We plan on developing instrumentation for client browsers to report QoE measurement data as future work.

3.3 Differences between HTTP Versions

Lastly, we look at the network throughput profiles of various transport protocols on a remote video streaming service. We run our traffic generators on one Google Chrome client, connecting to YouTube and watching video over 3 different HTTP versions, all encrypted under TLS, at 1440p for roughly 80 s on a 200 Mbps link.

Fig. 5 shows three graphs of data transferred over time, binned by 1 s. While our client connects to multiple servers for supporting
content (ads, telemetry, and CDNs), we graph the total throughput per underlying protocol (TCP or QUIC) for simplicity. We start video playback at around 10 s into the capture to allow enough time to download the website’s supporting content. We observe in all three protocols similar playback behavior in our prior experiments: an initial spike in throughput usage to fill the buffer and compute available bandwidth, with steady-state bursty behavior following.

While HTTP/1.1 (Fig. 5a) and HTTP/2 (Fig. 5b) have roughly the same throughput profile, we see that YouTube leverages HTTP/3, if available, with an overall throughput that is slightly higher. We see in Fig. 5c an initial TCP connection, which negotiates and switches over to the use of HTTP/3 over QUIC for the rest of the experiment duration—the lingering TCP connection remains open, but unused, with keepalives. We also observe a larger maximum throughput usage of 128 Mbps compared to earlier HTTP versions (104–116 Mbps). We plan to continue adding support for more remote Internet services and HTTP/3.

### 4 Future Work and Conclusion

In this paper we presented tools to create representative and reproducible video streaming traffic to evaluate next generation QoS algorithms and traffic classification and engineering systems. We discussed 27 different combinations of streaming video traffic types in this preliminary work, and illustrated the diversity of network-level dynamics in these protocols. We will continue to build our traffic generators with the goal of scaling up on the order of 10³ clients and servers. To make traffic more representative, we plan to build models of human behavior in video streaming consumption (binge watching vs. skipping around) and use these models to drive our clients. On the network- and server-side, we plan to emulate realistic network architectures, like CDNs and anycast, and implement more complex websites, incorporating supporting frame content and ABR streaming behavior. Our traffic generators are available at https://imergetb.org/projects/searchlight/.
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